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The rich history of U.S. silver dollars goes back to 1794 with the introduction of the "Flowing Hair"
dollar followed by the Draped Bust, Gobrecht and Trade silver dollars. But it is the Peace and
Morgan silver dollars that have captured the attention of casual and not-so-casual silver coin
investors. Interest continues to be strong in 2016.A total of 190,577,000 Peace silver dollars were
minted from 1921 to 1935. The three most valuable Peace silver dollars, in the highest circulated
grade of About Uncirculated (AU) condition, are the 1934S (San Francisco Mint-total mintage of
1,011,000), the 1928 (Philadelphia Mint-total mintage of just 360,649) and the 1921 High Relief
(Philadelphia Mint-total mintage of 1,006,473). You will find more useful information on these and
ALL Peace Dollars in this eBook. Approximately 570,000,000 Morgan dollars were minted from
1878 to 1904 and another 86,000,000 in 1921. The three most valuable Morgan silver dollars, in the
highest circulated grade of About Uncirculated (AU) condition, are the 1893S (the rarest, most
valuable San Francisco Morgan dollar-total mintage of just 100,000), the 1889CC (the rarest, most
valuable Carson City Morgan dollar-total mintage of just 350,000) and the 1893CC (Carson City
Mint-total mintage of 677,000). Detailed information on ALL Morgan Dollars are contained in this
eBook. Discover important buying and selling information on rare, semi-rare and ordinary Peace
and Morgan silver dollars plus a section on cleaning silver coins and basic coin grading
(understanding the basics of grading is useful since the grade of a coin is a most important factor in
establishing a coin's price). To help the reader better understand the various coin grades, a glossary
of coin grading terms is included. Whether you 1) have Peace or Morgan silver dollars in your
possession and want help in determining their value; 2) have decided to start investing in silver
dollars and want to gain important knowledge before investing; or 3) have decided it is time to ramp
up your purchase of these popular 90 percent silver coins - you will find this eBook a most helpful
resource you will refer to again and again.
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I am no coin expert, but this book seemed thorough to me. I was able to use it to value coins that I
had.I use for most of my purchases and update my reviews if anything changes with the products. I
do this so other users can get a real feel for the life of the product. You can look at my review which
will be close to my purchase date and tell how the product is doing as time passes. I am not
associated with any company and all opinions are my very own.

Great explanations of the content and valuation of silver coinage as well as the rating system for
coin condition. The author breaks down relatively complicated formulas and offers up simple charts
for readers to simply look up values based on silver spot prices. If you are an advanced collector,
this book may not have much in the way of new information for you, but for beginners like me, this
book is highly recommended!

After purchasing and paging through this book, I quickly discovered my Peace silver dollars are not
worth more than theirsilver content of .7650 troy ounces multiplied by the current spot price of silver.
But a few of the Morgan dollars I own aremore valuable due to their low mintage. It was all in this
book. I am far from a professional silver investor but had notrouble understanding the material. The
sections on cleaning silver coins and coin grading were informative and the detailsof where the wear
marks first appear when these coins have been circulated was interesting and new to me.This is the
second book I have purchased from this author and both make for understandable, easy reading. If
you are thinkingof investing in Peace or Morgan dollars or already own some, I highly recommend
this book.

Good sound ideas and intersting facts

Succinct guide for amateur collectors of Morgan Silver dollars-- about evaluation and investing. An
easy read, written in clear language. Highly recommended!

Tons of information in a small package and presented well too.
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